PACKAGING RECOMMENDATION

Weight sets
- Make sure that the case is tightly closed and / or fix the closure
- Ideally pack the case in a bag. This prevents weights from being lost if the closure should open during transport
- Place the case with the bag in a sufficiently large outer package
- Pad these with additional filling material to give the case a stable position

Single weights
- If necessary, pad out the weight in the case with additional filling material so that it is well protected during shocks
- Make sure that the case is tightly closed and / or fix the closure
- Ideally pack the case in a bag. This prevents weights from being lost if the closure should open during transport
- Place the case with the bag in a sufficiently large outer package
- Pad these with additional filling material to give the case a stable position

Balances and other measuring devices
- In principle: always follow the manufacturer’s instructions
- Use the original packaging for shipping
- Remove the weighing plate and place it separately in the package
- If feasible, install the transport safety
- For analytical balances, fix the doors of the protective cover, so that they remain tightly closed during transport

Enclose the order form and any additional documents (delivery note, previous calibration certificate etc.)

Address the shipment to:

KERN & SOHN GmbH
Calibration laboratory
Ziegelei 1
72336 Balingen
Germany

The listed notes are only to be considered as recommendations and can not be transferred to all devices. Shipping is always at your own risk.